
Timney® Remington 788 Trigger
Installation Instructions

Please readtheseinstructions before you install your new Timney® trigger

1. Unload the rifle, making sure the
chamber and the magazine are empty.
Remove the bolt. Remove the screws that
hold the action to he s\ock, now remove
action from the stock.

2. To remove the factory trigger you will need
to loosen the trigger mounting screwQ)

and drive out the roll pin~ that's holding
the trigger assembly to the receiver (keep
this pin, you'll need it later to install your
Timney® trigger).

3. Attach Timney® trigger to the action with
the roll pin at~and tighten the trigger
mounting screwQ)so that it is snug and
the assembly does not move around on
the receiver.

4. Check operation of the safety, it should
engage in both positions with a definite
click.

5. Install the action in the stock. With some
actions it may be-rrecessarytOlelieve the
stock in certain areas. If this is necessary,
we like to use a Dremel tool or you could
use a file or even a chisel could be used.

Trigger Adjustments

A. Screw® is the pull weight adjust-
ment screw. Turn this screw clock-
wise to increase the pull weight and
counter-clockwise to reduce the pull
weight.

B. Screw~ (behind the safety) is the
over-travel adjustment screw and
screw@) (again behind the safety) is
the sear engagement adjustment
screw. These screws are set to their
optimum settings during testing at the
factory, so it should not be necessary
to change these settings. If you feel it
is necessary to make adjustments to
these please call the factory first.

As a service to you, Timney Mfg., Inc.
will install your Timney® trigger for
$25.00 plus shipping and handling.

nMNEV® ADJUSTABLE TRIGGER GUARANTEE
Material and workmanship: This TIMNEV® trigger has been carefully designed, inspected, tested and calibrated to
give a lifetime of dependable service. Every possible care has been exercised in its design and construction. If any
defect in workmanship or material should develop under conditions of normal use and service, necessary repairs,
including parts and labor will be' made at no charge to the purchaser, providing that our inspection reveals the
trigger was not damaged through accident, alteration, misuse, abuse or other cause beyond our control. We neither
assume nor imply any oral or statutory warranties, and we neither assume nor authorize any person to assume us
for any Obligation or liability in connection with this trigger. Repairs or disassembly of this trigger in any manner
without specific factory authorization voids this guarantee.
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